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Welcome to
Grupo SUFEALSA 
PRESENTATION

Sufealsa group was born inside of an empresarial group with

the aim to bring to the metallurgical market a variety of 

products where quality , traceability , packaging , logistic and 

required lead times are ensured. 

Production began in 1994 with a flat product, additional

references have been gradually added completing the

current portfolio. In 2020, business is expanded by adding a 

new international branch of steel framework through out

his incorporation into the ACiesteel scociety , present in the

EEUU and escandinavian markets



Mission
● Contribute to the steel industry

development by offering quality , 

innovative, safety and eviromentally

friendly products to our customer

● Boosting capacity and properties of our

human team to achieve the excellence

through out team work collaboration and 

ensure organization development to reach

the goal established.

● Provide a key strategic value to our

shareholders in the different companies of 

the group for product development and 

market growth.

● Keep focus on adding value to ensure

forecasted profitability and financial

soundness.



Vision
● Become a reference company in the manufacturing and 

distribution of steel by giving an excellent service committed

to our customers.

● Sustainable increasement of the company value

● Become an organization able to ensure a brilliant future

for the business cluster besides of a sustainable

increasement of the company value.



Corporate Values
- Focus on customer

- Focus on people

- Green Company

- Quality excellence

- Teamwork collaboration

- Continuous improvement



LEADING 
COMPANY IN 
STEEL 
DISTRIBUTION

CERTIFICATES
All materials distributed and manufactured
have quality certifications to meet
customer requirements.



Crew
Human Team

The crew is made up of a diverse team of experience
researches committed to the quality and customer
support .

.



PRODUCT
SUFEALSA

CATALOG

Sulfealasa customers have a wide portfolio of products with

varied shapes and dimensions



PLATES ANGLES SQUARES
Profile dimension from 6 to 50Profile dimension from

12x3 to 300x20

Profile dimension from 20x3 to 200x20

Asymmetric angle

Quality Standards 275-355

*Ask for other quality standards*

PRODUCT
SUFEALSA



SIMPLE T CORRUGATED ROD

Profile from 20mm to 100mm Profile from 6mm to 32mm Bar

Quality B400SD and B500SD

Profile from 6mm to 25mm Roll

Format: Roll and Bar

PRODUCT
SUFEALSA

SMOOTH ROUND

Profile from 6mm to 60mm



REINFORCED MESH

Standards from 4mm to 12mm

Ask for other quality

PRODUCT
SUFEALSA

PROFILES TUBE

Round tube, Square, rectangular
and corten.

UPN 40mm to 400mm

IPE 80mm to 600mm

HEB 80mm to 1000mm

HEA 80mm to 1000mm

IPN 80mm to 300mm

HM consult

Consult



PRODUCT
SUFEALSA

LOCK WIRE CALIBRATED BAR

Annealed Wire from 1,3mm to 8mm

Wire rod from 5,5mm to 16mm

Straight Wire Reeled

Corrugated Wire Reeled

Black, white, galvanized, 

pickled and industrial 

sheet metal and cut.



Customer Service
Customer orientation with dynamics responses and tailored
to customer requirements.

Quality and
Service

Order management system
Flexibility to work with tiny and large batches. 



Facilities The facilities are equipped with a 

warehouse of 12.000m2 where material 

is receptioned, manufactured and lastly

shipped to customer .

.

Logistic center is located in the

central area of Iberica peninsula

where shipment are done to Spain

and Europe.

LOCATION



LET US WORK
Spain and Europe dealers VIDEO



Contact

VISIT US

Grupo Sufealsa

C/Delco, 5-7 Pg. Ind. Del Automóvil
28914-Leganés (Madrid)

C/Cormonares, 10 PG. La Estación
28320-Pinto
Madrid

Tel: 914987360
Email: comercial@gruposufealsa.es

Horario: 7:00 a 19:00 ininterrumpido

www.gruposufealsa.es

mailto:comercial@gruposufealsa.es

